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Welcome to the 3rd Data Governance
Board Meeting!
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Forrester: Explanation of Work
 Develop

an interview guide focused on identifying strengths & limitations of agency data infrastructure

 Using

guide, conduct interviews with executives and data users, and summarize the findings in a report

 Based

on agency stakeholder interview results, develop a survey for agency employees

 Review

 Use

the agency’s maturity assessment model and identify whether modifications are necessary

the information gathered to produce a report on the strengths & limitations of agency data

 Support

the agency’s current efforts on developing a data strategy and road map
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Data Governance
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SSA Data Governance Board
• Create & Implement Data Strategy
• Create & Implement DG Charter
• Oversee Development of Policies &
Procedures

SSA Data Hub
• Develop & Enforce Data Policy
• Maintain Data Inventory & Metadata
• Coordinate owners, stewards, and
custodians
• Central source for SSA data

SSA Data Hub
DCBFM
DCO

DCRDP

DCARO

Data Owner: accountable for data asset. (executive-level)
Data Steward: responsible for data content, context, and associated business rules.
Data Custodian: responsible for data transport, data storage, & implementation of business rules.
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Open Data Inventory & Data Governance
SSA data inventory: www.ssa.gov/data
 The FDS 2020 Action Plan: Action 6 requires the agency to update the inventory by:
 identifying missing/incomplete listings in the inventory and updating the inventory listing, and
 updating the comprehensive data inventory to conform to OMB standard metadata requirements

OCOMM is the owner of Open Data, and will describe our efforts to meet this FDS requirement
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Enterprise Data Inventory (EDI)
Current Status:
Developed by SSA in 2014 and complies with OMB Open Data Policy guidance (M-13-13)
Approximately 2000 entries (Open Data Progress Chart)
Includes the data fields required by Data.gov for metadata information
Compliant with Action 5 of the FDS Action Plan (High-Value Assets)
Ready for Action 6 of the FDS Action Plan
SSA at 100% implementation of Open Data Policy guidance (M-13-13) (Agency Dashboard)
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Open Government and Open Data
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Enterprise Data Inventory (EDI)
 Review and Updates Required:
EDI data entry is manual, need a more automated process
Data inventory needs to be validated and updated
Must identify the Data Owner responsible for each data asset
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Recap and Next Steps
 Data governance includes developing policies and processes to address the following questions:
 What is the appropriate content and definitions for the data inventory and metadata?
 What policy will govern the development and maintenance of the content?

 The data inventory should include information on the following key roles:
 A Data Owner: accountable for the data asset. Executive with a business need for the data asset?
 A Data Steward: responsible for data content, context, and associated business rules. Business owner team leader?
 A Data Custodian: responsible for data transport, data storage, & implementation of business rules. Systems team leader?

 We would like the DGB to identify a working group to begin to address these data governance issues
 Propose content and definitions for key data governance activities
 Propose a process for identifying these key governance roles, possibly illustrate for one data file
 Provide a document to DGB members that includes the definitions, policy, and processes necessary to improve governance
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